
jus5401 exam h20 

Part I 

The ship m/v Breeze was part chartered, on a voyage charter basis, by 
Norchart from the shipowner Vega Shipping for a cargo of fresh grapes from 
Genoa, Italy, to Drammen, Norway. The voyage charter was on fio (free in 
and out) terms. Norchart had entered into a sales agreement, on cif-terms, 
with the Norwegian food chain company, Rema 999, as buyer. 

At Genoa, the cargo of grapes was duly loaded. Bills of lading were issued by 
the Master of m/v Vega, stating: “ … duly received onboard 60 pallets of fresh 
grapes, each pallet said to contain 100 cartons, each carton said to weigh 10 
kg.” 

The bills referred to the terms of the voyage charter and stated that the cargo 
was carried on fio terms. The bills were issued to Norchart, who forwarded 
them to Rema 999, who paid the purchase against receiving the bills. 

On its way to Drammen the ship made an intermediate call to Kristiansand, 
Norway, to discharge a part cargo for another part charterer. Also that other 
part charter was made on fio terms. During this discharge – performed by a 
local stevedoring company, Kr.sand Stividaar, employed by the other part 
charterer – an incident happened: Through negligence of the local crane 
driver, the grab of the crane rammed the side of the cargo hold, causing 
cracks to the ship’s piping system. The master and crew were not present 
during the incident as they considered the discharge to be of mere routine 
nature. The crane driver was too embarrassed with his mistake to report the 
incident to anyone. 

When, upon departure from Kristiansand, the Master turned on the ballast 
water pumps (to fill in seawater to equalize the trim and thus enhancing the 
stability of the ship), seawater leaked through the cracked pipes into the cargo 
holds, including those containing the grapes. 

Upon arrival at Drammen, it turned out that 50% of the cargo had to be 
destructed as it was flooded with seawater. The receiver, Rema 999, incurred 
NOK 100.000 in procuring destruction of this part of the cargo. The remaining 
50% of the cargo had to be sold at a 50% price rebate to the various retail 
stores, due to the risk of seawater contamination. The market price at 
Drammen for sound, fresh grapes was NOK 10 per kg. Moreover, Rema 999 



suffered loss of goodwill in future sales of grapes to retail stores, assessed at 
NOK 500.000. 

Rema 999 claimed these costs and losses in damages against Vega 
Shipping. Vega Shipping did not dispute the amounts as such but denied 
liability, i.a. by pointing to the bills being made on fio terms and that therefore 
Vega Shipping was not responsible for the acts of stevedores – and that Vega 
Shipping would in any event be protected by liability exceptions under MC 
section 276. 

Subsidiarily, Vega Shipping submitted that it would not be liable for anything 
more than what followed from ordinary rules of unit and weight limitation. (1 
SDR=10 NOK) 

Q 1: Is Vega Shipping liable for the cargo damage? 

Q 2: Assuming Vega Shipping is liable, what is Rema 999’s recoverable 
amount of damages? 

  

Part II 

The facts are as in Part I with the following amendment: Vega Shipping had 
the ship in on a long term time charter from the head owner (shipowner) 
Genuine Shipping – thus Vega Shipping was managing owner and Norchart 
sub charterer. Upon loading of the cargo at Genoa, the port agents for 
Genuine Shipping signed the bills of lading, stating merely: “… signed on 
behalf of the Master of m/v Breeze”. 

This caused Rema 999 to claim against both Genuine Shipping and Vega 
Shipping for the damages as stated in Part II. Genuine Shipping rejected the 
claim by pointing to Vega Shipping being the responsible party under the bills 
of lading, and Vega Shipping rejected the claim by pointing to Genuine 
Shipping being the responsible party under the bills of lading. 

Q 3: Would Genuine Shipping and/or Vega Shipping be deemed the 
responsible party under the bills of lading? (you are not asked to address any 
amount of damages) 

  



Part III 

The facts are as in Part I. Rema 999 considered – in addition to claiming 
against Vega Shipping – to also claim damages against the stevedore 
company at Kristiansand, Kr.sand Stividaar, for having caused the cargo 
damage. Kr.sand Stividaar rejected the claim. 

Q 4: Could Kr.sand Stividaar be held liable and, if so, on what legal basis? 

Q 5: Assuming Kr.sand Stividaar could be held liable, would it be entitled to 
limit its liability? 

  

 


